How do licenses participate in Free and Open Source Software (FLOSS) community life? This paper aims at answering this question.
INTRODUCTION
How do licenses participate in Free and Open Source Software (FLOSS) community life? This paper aims at answering this question. We want readers to understand the license role in constructing large FLOSS projects. We will show the reader the power of the artefacts called software licenses in favouring and shaping political and technological boundaries inside FLOSS communities.
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Communities of users and developers in large software development projects could be extremely heterogeneous and composed of people with different views on what FLOSS is. Despite the FLOSS complex character, the sociological debate has taken for granted a static perspective of communities organized around a restricted range of social values and rules (Himanen, 2001; Kelty, 2001) .
Criticizing the main sociological approaches to FLOSS community, we assert, on the contrary, that the FLOSS free/open character shall not be assumed a priori to explain the coordination efforts in communities. We observe that controversies and conflicts on the FLOSS free/open character participate in stabilising the community.
Yuwei Lin (2005) claimed for leaving behind the static sociological view on FLOSS communities:
we need to pay attention to the heterogeneity and contingency of the FLOSS development. Moreover, artefacts play a central role in allowing practices and shaping the FLOSS sociotechnical web:
focusing on them, we will be able to grasp the complexity of communities. We add to Lin's scenario a discussion on conflictual situations and controversies around software licenses.
Licenses specify the boundaries of the permission granted by the copyright owner to the user. These permissions are a whole of practices, which are strongly inscribed in licenses (Lanzara and Morner, 2005) , but that could be contingents for different people in communities (Lin, 2004) . The FLOSS free/open character, i.e. the boundaries specified by licenses, is therefore the result of an intricate web of negotiations around the artefact meanings.
Basing our researches on two different projects, we show how the boundaries construction takes place inside the debates about licenses. We examine the cases of the Geographical Information System GRASS and of the OpenSolaris™ 1 operating system. The first project is a GNU GPLed software developed by a worldwide community of voluntary programmers; the second project is a nonGPLed software, sponsored by a company and released under the CDDL license. These two cases, although not enough to draw generalizations, allow us to consider different stages in the project evolution, different contexts and licenses.
The paper is organized as follows: a criticism towards the prevalent sociological views of FLOSS communities; an introduction to the concepts of translation, boundary object and sociotechnical interaction networks; a discussion about two empirical cases of licenses seen as boundary objects; a conclusive description of the ecologies around licenses and their relevance for research and industry. 
THE DEBATE AROUND FLOSS COMMUNITIES
The debate about Free and Open Source Software communities has been highly influenced by the ideas expressed by Eric S. Raymond. In his principal essays (1999) , the American hacker tried to give a description of Open Source software as interpreted by academic researchers through a romantic concept of community composed of ideally cooperative people (Bezroukov, 1999) . Many scholars have adopted a reductive perspective of these subjects. Sociology in particular has adopted a perspective on FLOSS communities where no conflict takes place and people share the same way of thinking and doing (i.e. Kelty, 2001; Himanen, 2001) , taking on the free/open character of FLOSS communities as something already given. Considering a certain limited set of social elements as the explaining factor of FLOSS we lose the complexity of the development process and the sociological research appear reductive in two assumptions: a restricted range of values or rules are the explanatory forces of the FLOSS development; and the FLOSS real innovation is only a social one, the technology and artefacts are completely left out from the analysis.
We agree with Lin (2005) , thinking that such a view not only ignores the diversity of population and their different articulations, interpretation and performances towards the FLOSS development, but it also neglects the different environments where FLOSS is employed, developed and implemented.
Looking at the FLOSS development as a complex constellation of practices shared among the participants in different social worlds helps in the consideration of the role of public institutions, private companies, programmers, users and so on (Lin, 2004) .
However, this complexity does not lead to chaotic situations. The FLOSS development is successful because different actors in different contexts made use of objects which facilitate the development of a shared understanding and agreement among the participants in the construction of science and technology (Lin, 2004) .
A complementary and important perspective was put up by Lanzara and Morner (2004; sharing with Lin a complex view of FLOSS, they consider it a dense environment populated by various artefacts, practices and human agents. Assumed this complexity, the authors ask several questions about the FLOSS development, which poses a theoretical challenge to conventional ways of conceptualizing knowledge processes within and across organizations; the complexity should be understood focusing on artefacts such as licenses, mailing lists and the source code, rather than only on the FLOSS social organization.
Then Walt Scacchi (2005) proposed the concept of socio -technical interaction networks (STINs).
STINs draw «attention to the web of relationships that interlink what people do in the course of their system development work to the resources they engage and to the products they create, manipulate, and sustain» (p. 2). The author suggests, starting from a comparative ethnographic study, that at least four areas are involved in the formation and activity of STINs in FLOSS projects:
• participating, joining, and contributing to projects We use these areas in order to give a first map, which leads the analysis of the huge amount of data collected in an ethnographic study of FLOSS: we will describe the ecologies of software development as involved the abovementioned four areas.
In summary we underline how the most part of the sociological literature on FLOSS adopts a reductive view, while other critical perspectives take in consideration the central role of artefacts in FLOSS practices; artefacts also participate in the community life through their involvement in the STINs mobilised and formed during the software development. Now we are introducing the concept of boundary object, its origins and our interpretation of it, in order to better define our analysis about the ways in which the ecologies involved in FLOSS projects take shape around licenses.
LICENSES, BOUNDARY OBJECTS AND TRANSLATIONS
Now we are moving forward criticizing the sociological approaches to FLOSS communities.
Together with Lin and Scacchi we assert that FLOSS communities shall be analysed in their complexity; together with Lanzara and Morner we affirm that we cannot account for the coordination efforts of FLOSS communities without focusing also on material artefacts. Our focus is on the role of software licenses, a group of fundamental artefacts in FLOSS development and community life.
These artefacts are the legal documents that regulate the copyright relationships between software developers (copyright holders) and software users.
We will treat licenses as boundary objects: «scientific objects which both inhabit several intersecting 4 social worlds and satisfy the informal requirements of each of them. Boundary objects are objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and the constraints of the several parties employing them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites» (Star and Griesemer, 1989, p. 393) .
The ActorNetwork Theory (ANT) lies at the core of our analysis, as well as at the origin of the boundary object concept. An actornetwork is a network that is achieved assembling various social and nonsocial entities so that they work together. In other words ANT affirms that we need to understand how technological artefacts and human entities act one upon the others symmetrically to produce action.
The notion of translation is the core of the ANT approach. Translating means to speak on behalf of the others, allocate roles and decide what may be exchanged among the occupants of these roles.
ANT sees the translation processes as composed of four moments (not necessarily separated in time and space): problematization, when an initial whole of actors (spokesmen -who are speaking on behalf of the others) defines a problem to be solved and find a solution, the goal is to make the solution an Obligatory Point of Passage for the actornetwork; interessement, the act of interpose (interesse) among entities a device which can create a separation among the entities, separating the ones who act against the spokesmen's problem solution from the others; enrolment, the multilateral negotiations and attempts which could bring the interessement success or failure, with the purpose to anticipate what other entities, human and nonhuman ones, can do in opposition to the spokesmen (antiprograms); mobilization of allies, the ability to definitely stabilise the heterogeneous associations and make the maximum number of allies act as a whole (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1987) . This approach is based on the consideration that the construction of a stabilised alliance network can be achieved through the use of intermediaries, objects performed by actors that will impose their own version of reality on others. An intermediary is more than an inert object because it has an ability of interest, enrol and mobilise human and nonhuman entities (Gherardi, Nicolini, 2005) .
Adopting an ANT perspective on FLOSS means that the social stability is not selfevident, but it is the result of the construction and the enactment of stabilized alliances among both human and non human entities. There are only enacted alliances among human and nonhuman entities that appear to be solid and unified, but they are actually exposed to antiprograms and trials of strength.
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The classical ANT has been often criticised because it takes on the point of view of the dominant actors in the network. Several authors have then introduced an ecological view where multiple translations participate in the construction of the ActorNetwork (Star and Griesemer, 1989; Gherardi and Nicolini, 2005) . Star and Griesemer introduced the ecological view, stressing an understanding of the science and technology construction as a collective action of all the involved participants and their social worlds. Their view of interessement is a «nway nature of translation» (p. 389) which requires an ecological analysis: the coherence among different points of view occurs thanks to the presence of objects that inhabit the different ecological worlds, maintaining the coherence and allowing different points of view and translations. These object are the boundary objects: therefore, using this concept, we will adopt an ecological ANT perspective in our consideration of license robustness and plasticity. The license robustness comes out of the fact that textual artefacts are heterogeneous actornetworks and powerful intermediaries in the sense above described (Law, 1986; Latour, 1987) . We observe that licenses do not only determine the boundaries of the permission granted by the copyright owner to the users but set also the boundaries around the possible human and nonhuman participants to a project. The license authors must then construct the text as a whole of heterogeneous and marshalled forces which can prevent the antiprograms.
In their plasticity, the licenses allow communications among different political, technical and organizational positions, shaping the meanings of participation, alliances and coordination, as we show with the analysed cases. Nonetheless, the licenses acquire their form in the interrelation between the other human and nonhuman entities in the development projects. The license robustness takes a plastic and contingent form when they are shared among different social worlds. In our opinion, this happens where the ecological view plays a fundamental role: stressing an understanding of the science and technology construction as collective actions of all the participants and worlds 2 Inscription is the act of inscribing in an artefact a framework of action which defines «actors with specific tastes, competences, motives, aspirations, political prejudices, and the rest, and assumes that morality, technology, science and economy will evolve in particular ways » (Ackrich, 1992, p. 208). 6 involved. Hence the need to describe the debates around the licenses. Giving the concept of boundary object this double meaning, we agree with Chrisman and Harvey (1998) , claiming that the boundary objects «are scientific and technological integrators and separators at the same time. They include some groups and artefacts and exclude others» (p. 1690).
SOFTWARE LICENSES AND CASES
We have underlined how our theoretical framework suggests us to consider relations and connections between human and nonhuman entities of the FLOSS development. How can we methodologically follow these connections and relations, connecting them to the community life? We will refer to cyberethnography (Hakken, 1999) , and consider it as a method assemblage, «practices that can cope with an hinterland of preexisting social and material realities [...] they detect, resonate with, and amplify particular patterns of relations in the excessive and overwhelming fluxes of real» (Law, 2004, p. 13 14) .
Our focus on the relation among licences and the community life, bring us to analyse the presentation of the licenses on the project website and on the debates taking place in the mailing lists. The collection of data was followed by a grounded theory analysis (Glaser, Strauss, 1967) , recursively moving between the data and the relations traced and codified by our analysis, starting with the areas underlined by Scacchi: in this sense licenses act as boundary objects also allowing the complex interrelation among the considered areas: the participation in the community itself; the capacity to build alliances and practice communities both among the developers involved in the studied projects and among the studied projects and other projects; the control and coordination of the everyday practices; the coevolution of the technical, political and organizational positions.
The presentation of our findings follows the theoretical description given above: we start with the analysis of the views of the world inscribed in the licenses to end with the debates among the participants to the communities around them.
GNU GPL
In this paragraph we will analyse the GNU General Public License (FSF, 1991, Version 2.0). We will follow Stallman and the Free Software Foundation in the construction of an ActorNetwork and in the attempt to reach a translation process.
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The analysis of the GNU GPL (simply GPL in the following) must start with the title which is an important section of any textual artefacts because it is a wide context to what is to follow:
This license is intended to be the GNU license. We would like now to introduce the reader to the launch and development of the GNU project.
In 1983, MIT programmer Richard M. Stallman (RMS) launched the project for the writing of an entire UNIX compatible operating system, known as GNU (GNU's Not Unix). According to Stallman plans within GNU «Users will no longer be at the mercy of one programmer or company which owns the sources and is in sole position to make changes» (Stallman, 1985) . Stallman wanted in fact to reach a new definition of users, sources, programmers and companies. GNU shall then be seen as a translation process and an attempt to redefine the computer and programming entities (entities) in a different way: to symmetrically construct a sharingcommunity of programmers and companies based on an operating system where «complete system sources will be available to everyone» (Stallman, 1985) .
As the interest in using GNU grew, other people got involved in the development and a taxexempt charity, the Free Software Foundation (FSF) was founded in 1985 (Stallman, 1999a) . The FSF aims at promoting the GNU use and development and it plays an important role with respect to GPL because it appears, after the title, as the license author.
Stallman and the FSF had however to strengthen their translation. In order to impose their own version of reality on others, they needed a powerful intermediary to anticipate and exclude the possibility to own the code. According to Stallman: «we needed to use distribution terms that would prevent GNU software from being turned into proprietary software. The method we use is called "copyleft".» (Stallman, 1999b) . The GNU General Public License was born as "the method" for ensuring this project goals. The second section of the GPL, known as the Preamble, indicates the most important problem that this license will solve: "The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it." 8 The problem is that the most part of the software licenses argues against the FSF plans, because they could be used to "own the sources". Thus the FSF had to interest the entities and defend them from the danger of these licenses. The FSF had to convince the computer and programming entities to accept the GNU project as an Obligatory Point of Passage. Hence a need to interest the entities listed above, anticipate antiprograms and negotiate with dissenters. According to Stallman (1986) : "I do this by copyrighting the programs and putting on a notice giving people explicit permission to copy the programs and change them but only on the condition that they distribute under the same terms that I used, if at all."
Stallman conceived the "hack" called Copyleft, which uses the copyright laws against their usual purpose. Within Copyleft, authors give everyone the permission to run, copy, modify their program and to distribute modifications. But the Copyleft imposes some restriction on the use of GNU and software in general: the GPL will prevent GNU software from being turned into a proprietary software. In other words in order to enrol the entities the GPL has to prevent the use of "the licenses for most software", which take away the users' freedom "to share and change the software".
The Terms numbered from 0. to 12. compose the third section of the GPL, after the Preamble.
Among the others, the term 2b is the most powerful trial of strength of the translation, because it is the inscription of the Copyleft method on the license verbatim: "b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License."
This Term anticipates a specific antiprogram from the FSF point of view: the use and application of licenses designed to turn software into proprietary programs. The term 2b imposes to distribute the modifications using the same terms setup by Stallman and by the FSF for the GNU project, even if a program is put in a separate file. This Term states that the distribution of derivative work based on GPL'ed software must be released under the same terms of the GPL. In this way "the licenses for most software" are separated from the GNU translation process. The GPL avoids the possibility that a programmer applies a danger license to the software, a licence which could turn the software into a proprietary, making users unable to change and share the software. By means of the term 2b, the FSF can definitively anticipate the dangers coming from "the licenses for most software".
Finally the last section of the GPL deals with "How to apply this terms to your new programs" and it is a guide for the application of the GPL to a software. If the GPL is applied to a program the enrolled entities (users and software) are mobilized and the GNU translation process is successful.
CDDL
In this paragraph, we will give a description of the world view inscribed by Sun on the Common version number. In the title we have a specification of the actors whom the license try to interest and mobilize: developers and distributors. The first section is called "Definitions" (Section 1) and we do not find a Preamble, as the GPL one, so we will start our discussion from the "Definitions" which appear, in our analysis, to be more relevant in order to understand the role of the two phenomena described above. In addition, we will discuss how these "Definitions" contribute to spreading Sun's view on the two problems about the social world of software development.
The first relevant thing to notice is that the license, as a file -based license, covers the file belonging to the system and not the system as a whole. This can be noticed at Term 1.3, which states that One of the aims of the license is to enable «creation of larger works for commercial purposes» (Sun Microsystems, 2005b) ; this purpose acts as a limit between Sun and the GPL use, shaping the possible participants' interests.
The traced boundary not only includes all the above mentioned characters, but it also excludes two developer groups. The presence of the copyleft clause (see 3.1. "Availability of Source Code", and 3.2. "Modifications"), chosen in order to provide «the protections and freedoms necessary for true open source» (Sun Microsystems, 2005b) , exploits the same GPL "hack", but it paradoxically excludes the possibility to combine CDDL covered software with code covered by the GPL. Sun seems to share with FSF the idea that copyleft maintains the vitality of the software commons, but 11 this choice divides CDDL developers from GPL developers. The second excluded group is that of people who want to distribute in a proprietary form their Modifications to the covered files.
The second issue influencing the shape of the license is the license proliferation: the increasing number of FLOSS licenses due to the role of Open Source Initiative and to the number of companies entering the FLOSS scenario. According to Phipps (2005) , it seems there are only four ways to reduce this phenomenon: to use the GPL for everything; to create a chart showing which are the effects of existing licenses, in order to make them reusable; to close the OSI; to create a small set of generic licenses that can be gently modified. Sun's declared aim, together with the CDDL, is to contribute to the fourth kind of solution, and the license itself has been thought as one belonging to the small set of licenses. This purpose motivates one of the differences between MPL and CDDL: the possibility to release software under one specific version of the license, without automatically adopting subsequent versions. The rationality of this choice is explicitly declared: «This change was made to make the license more reusable by others: it addresses the concern that the license steward could change the terms of the license in ways that are not compatible with a community's (and the Initial Developer's) values and objectives.» (Sun Microsystems, 2005c). So, additional actors can be enrolled in the software common by addressing their concerns regarding the protection of their interests with respect to license modifications. In this case the purpose is to establish new connections with other programs: projects using CDDL will be fully compatible, from the legal point of view, with OpenSolaris, entering, in this way, the software common.
The two subjects, which influenced the choice of license, have been translated into legal language (in the above mentioned Terms) and, through this passage, they shape the interests of the possible participants in the community, making them compatible with the software common. In this way, Sun's view of the world and Solaris' history are shaping the way how people can participate and contribute to the code, as well as they are selecting potential joiners to the community. At the same time, the license allows the creation of alliances between Sun and other companies (see for example Nexenta, distributing its own version of a GNU/OpenSolaris system 6 ).
The last topic we want to highlight is the control enacted by the license, mainly about two topics: the role of the license steward and the "patent peace" provision. The first is the decree, the right that someone, Sun, in this case, has to change the license, enacting at the same time a form of partial control about the project future. The second topic is more interesting. In Section 2 and Section 6 there are different and complementary statements related to the "software patent" subject: Section 2 indicates that both the Initial Developer and the Contributors grant to the software other users the opportunity to use the patent they have in relation to the code they contribute to; Section 6 states that if someone asserts «a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgement actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor [...] patents is inscribed in the license, excluding the "patent terrorists" (Wilder, 2005) from the participation in the software common and regulating the related behaviour in the community. This is a clear and declared tentative to create a «patentsafe developer commons around OpenSolaris» (Phipps, 2005) , and it is also considered one of the reasons to exclude the GPL as the possible license for the project.
We have just seen as the system history as well as the general subjects in software development, like the license proliferation and software patents, have been taken into account in the license writing.
They also shape the boundary around the possible participants to the projects in both the human and nonhuman sides as well as the community behaviour. The remaining part of our analysis will be focused on how the discussions about the relationship of participants with the license shape both the license itself and the community participation, control, alliances construction, and sociotechnical co evolution.
GRASS
The Geographical Information System GRASS (Geographic Resources Analysis Support System This feature probably attracted other US Public Institutions to the development and in a few years the GRASS community grew up. In 1993 GRASS source code was approximately 300.000 lines and there were more than 15 locations developing the system, with a development time estimated as much as the work of 5 men per year (Westervelt, 2004) .
In 1996 USACerl decided, for some reasons, to stop this system development and asked the users to migrate toward proprietary GIS and GRASS commercial versions (USACerl, 1996) .
In 1998 a new GRASS development team (GDT) was formed with the purpose to relaunch the GRASS development and community. The new GDT was composed of an international group of voluntary researchers affiliated to different institutions; the new team took also a structure very close to the "town council" model (Cox, 1998) In October 1999, a discussion on the possibility to release GRASS under a FLOSS license took place in the GRASS users' mailing lists. After some negotiations inside the new community, the GDT adopted the GPL (V.2.0) as the copyright license for GRASS software.
The GRASS community found an agreement choosing a wellknown FLOSS license. The GPL has then served as a boundary object between the different institutions and individuals participating in the new course of GRASS. Moreover, within the GRASS release under the GPL, the GNU translation process is mobilised with a clear definition of the entities: GRASS and their community moved from an uncertain public domain situations toward the GPL copyright protection (GDT, 1999) .
WHY GPL
The GPL Copyleft "method" represents a form of controversy and a source of discussion within GRASS mailing lists. Controversies and antiprograms around the agreement on the GPL have emerged many times, motivating an ecological approach in the analysis. The restrictive character of the Copyleft closes the way to the applications with incompatible licenses and to their developers. In the antiprograms, the complexity of GRASS community life emerges together with the different positions about the GPL role in the same community.
"Why GPL" is a discussion thread occurred within the GRASS Developers' Mailing List in March 2001. Starting this discussion some aspects of the GRASS release under the GPL were brought into question by a list newcomer, we will call him Pippo (true name initials are SA). Here we will adopted Pippo's point of view and look at his attempt to impose a new translation on the GRASS framework: And that's a big difference. If people are scared off because they can't make money using the freely given contributions of other, so be it."
[EM, GRASS DevML -discussion dated 22 Here a protection of the GDT agreement on the GPL emerges. For these GDT two members there is no necessity to doubt on the previous translation result. These members assume that, through a different license (also other FLOSS licenses), the application owners can exercise some power on the GRASS development. Pippo's antiprogram is then contradicted and his translation attempt fails. The associations defined by Pippo do not resist to the trials of strength: the authors would not rerelease their code as LGPL, they do not see advantages in allowing proprietary applications to link with the system. In this way this newcomer to the Development List is asked not to join or contribute to the GRASS community if he does not agree with the GPL choice. The GPL Copyleft boundary is evident: the application owners, with noncompatible GPL licenses are separated from the GRASS development and community.
The abovedescribed problem of GRASS extension represents then a form of controversy and a source of discussion within the mailing lists. In September 2003, in the Users' Mailing List, another discussion took place on the same matter: the possibility to build proprietary applications for GRASS using some of the system libraries. Herebelow we report a discussion thread to follow the developer Pluto (real name initials are RB): The problem is raised by a developer, member of the GDT, who sees the restrictive character of the GPL as a limit. In his arguments a less restrictive license, allowing the construction of niche proprietary applications for a Geographic data management, would draw more people to the GRASS development and use. However, the permissions and restrictions raised by the GPL are seen by other developers as serious and important advantages for the GRASS community: "For my part, I don't want to see any of GRASS relicensed under terms other than the GPL. "
[GC, GRASS UsersML -discussion dated 18 th September, 2003] 10 GRASS Users' Mailing List Archive, http://grass.itc.it/pipermail/grassuser/ Once again around the GPL, we can recognize a boundary where entities have different and conflictual positions but this time inside the GDT core. The GPL copyleft character is again a source of controversies and boundaries. However, the separation in this case is not so radical as before. Pluto disagrees with the Copyleft method adopted for GRASS, nonetheless Pluto still participates in the GRASS development as a GDT important member. Thus while in the 2001 case we had a clear separation from the GRASS framework of both the developer and his code, in the second case the separation is not so strong: Pluto and his code still participate in the GRASS development. However
Pluto is not allowed to develop proprietary application for GRASS as well as to carry on his anti program.
OPENSOLARIS, or CDDL & GPL incompatible, what does it mean?
The debate we describe in this section was started by a non -developer member of the community, The second round, lasting more than one month, was started by a not -Sun member, who stressed, in an aggressive way, the political differences enacted by the CDDL:
"So stop with the pathetic FUD and start reading your licenses before flaming about them. Sun could have included an exception for the GPL (as did the MPL 1.1, from which the CDDL is derived) but they clearly chose not to for political reasons." [AR, , discussion dated 8 11 osol -discuss archives: http://www.opensolaris.org/jive/forum.jspa?forumID=13 12 Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt, normally used to "refer to any kind of disinformation used as a competitive weapon" Four answers followed this post, and the last contained a link to the "CDDL Reflections" by Phipps The long post included three passages, aimed at supporting the author's wonder: the need to ask directly the FSF opinion; the need for the license compatibility in order to make the project flourish; the author's withdrawal from the project in relation to the perceived hostility towards the GPL. In this message, the author's participation and the alliance between the project and the Free Software movement are mixed, with the licenses connecting the two matters. The discussion went on, involving the GPL role also with some messages from Stallman, and the argument mixing continued with: the requests for modifying the CDDL and the GPL in order to improve their compatibility; the GPL perception as a constitutive element of the Open Source movement; as well as the definition of the OpenSolaris community itself and of its participant/user. Look at this message:
"the bottom line is that opensource developers and users want their software to be GPL. if it is not then these people will be turned off by opensolaris."
[MW, osol -discuss, discussion dated 20 th August, 2005] "No, *some* users and developers want their software to be GPL. And just as those users will be turned (Raymond, 2003) .
13 The first two rounds together involved thirteen posts, the third two hundred.
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off by OpenSolaris because it is not, there will be many that will be turned off if it becomes GPL. [...] It would make it more attractive those developers that actually care about the license, or are GPL zealots. open source developers and users; a group of "GPL zealots"; the majority of users; the participants in OpenSolaris. A lot of messages involved the CDDL political positioning, mainly in relation to the distinction between the Free Software movement and the Open Source one (Stallman, 1999a ). We will not discuss them in details in this paper, and we will go on analysing other messages. [SL, osol -discuss, discussion dated 7 th September, 2005] In this case an unproblematic clause for FSF (as explicitly declared in a post by Stallman), therefore not constituting a boundary with the Free Software movement, is acting as a boundary with a different FLOSS project (at the time of writing this paper the matter is still evolving). So licenses and the debate around them not only include/exclude and shape individuals, but also shape the construction of alliances, involving also other artefacts (i.e. the DFSG, Debian Free Software Guidelines 14 ) and suggesting changes in the license itself. The exchange was long and continued involving also other matters we will not discuss in order to focus the attention on our main result:
14 http://www.debian.org/social_contract#guidelines 20 licenses regulate the FLOSS projects as artefacts carrying views of the world as well as constituting boundary objects in the interdefinition of entities participating in the software development.
As a final example, let us consider the mailing lists themselves:
"Irrelevant discussion on an open source project mailing list is a cancer. It must be cut out to prevent those of us with high email loads from unsubscribing. Pretty soon, the only people left on the mailing list will be the ones not working on the project. BTW, that is also why Apache project lists are called "dev", not "discuss", since it narrows the acceptable discussion to something that active engineers can keep up with and still do their work."
[RF, osol -discuss, discussion dated 7 [JG, osol -discuss, discussion dated 7 th September, 2005] In this case we have a coordination subject started with a greatly debated topic: the license matter is enacting relationships with the individuals participating in the project through the intermediating role of the mailing lists. At the same time, someone does not accept to be aligned with the license discussion and criticize the intermediary organization itself. As a result of the debate, the coordination of the entire project is brought into question. Once again the license is a boundary object allowing to draw a separation between allies and antiprograms.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have discussed about the software licenses participating in two FLOSS community life. Our analysis has been theoretically based on an ecological view of actornetwork theory.
Moreover, in order to get a thick description, we have deeply investigated two cases, instead of observing a great number of examples, which would have given us as a result only a superficial view 21 of the matter. Our choice involved both the process of license choice and the discussions about an alreadychosen license in two large FLOSS projects.
We have shown how the everyday practices of FLOSS development and the discussions about licenses argues against the homogeneous view of communities stressed by the majority of the sociological debate. Sociology takes the FLOSS free/open character as given, we have argued instead that this character is negotiable in everyday practices. Our analysis illustrates the existence of conflicts about the free and open character of communities, artefacts and software code.
In accordance with the contributions quoted at the beginning, artefacts have to be considered in the FLOSS study, because of their ability to connect different social worlds and to support socio technical interactions. Looking at the licenses, we have been able to show that these artefacts participate in the construction of relational ecologies and of political and technical boundaries. From this point of view, the legal artefacts act as boundary objects, coparticipating in the ecology of community life practices. For example in the OpenSolaris case, the attempt of building an alliance with the Debian project is clearly mediated by the license, in an unexpected way, in relation to its history. In the GRASS case, the conflict around the license does not necessarily exclude developers from the participation, while it is excluding proprietary code.
The study of software licenses gives a deeper insight about some of the community life dynamics: the relational and continuous redefinition of the free and open character of communities, software and artefacts, in particular through the emergence of conflicts and agreements among different participants. In our cases, this has been shown in the definition of legitimate participants, network of alliances and sociotechnical coevolution of artefacts, technology and communities.
In conclusion, the complex role of licenses needs to be understood in order to improve the awareness at the moment of the participation in a FLOSS project, allowing the comprehension of the political, technical and organizational boundaries around and between the community participants.
